
Hill Court Farm and the Blacklands – the Andrew Fraser reserve - summary of the management plan 

Brief Description 

Hill Court Farm and the Blacklands was purchased by the Trust in 2002. Situated in Malvern Hills district, just west 
of the village of Longdon, between Marsh Road and the M50 to the south, it is bounded on the east by a ditch 
running alongside a wooded copse, and on the west by the Longdon Brook. The site is located at grid reference 
SO 826 355. 
 
This 120 hectare reserve on the former Longdon Marsh, comprises of 18 fields. The primary feature is seasonally 
flooded wet grassland, with an additional sizeable component of dry hay meadow outside the floodplain. There 
are over 80 veteran oaks and willow pollards, pockets of scrub and reed and a small orchard.  A very small patch 
of overgrown woodland is found on the eastern boundary. 
 
The reserve was established to deliver habitat to encourage breeding lapwing and redshank which has proved 
difficult due to lack of control of the water table. The reserve is more successful in the winter when flooded, with 
several thousand teal, wigeon, and mallard regularly recorded as well as pintail. Within the wider Longdon marsh 
the number of pintail has occasionally exceeded the threshold of 280 individuals, representing an internationally 
important population.  
 
Farmland birds are also well represented with yellowhammer, barn owl, whitethroat, skylark, linnet and reed 
bunting present.  The site is also good for invertebrates, and is alive in summer with butterflies, crickets and 
grasshoppers.  
 
Botanically the site is improving, and has received infusions through green hay strewing from our Marshland and 
Boynes meadows’ reserves.  Great burnet, knapweed, birds-foot trefoil and locally dense patches of yellow 
rattle are spreading across the fields although nutrient levels are still high which will slow the process of 
transformation to diverse grasslands. 
 
All of the reserve is within Worcestershire Wildlife Trust’s Severn and Avon Vales Living Landscape and Natural 
England’s Severn and Avon Vales national character area. 
 
For many years the reserve has been closed to the public, but a permissive track from the Marsh road entrance to 
a viewing screen overlooking the scrape was opened in 2015. 
 

Management aims 

The primary vision for the reserve has been to recreate wet grassland suitable for breeding waders and wintering 
wildfowl. Central to this is establishing control over the water table in the summer. 

 

The network of veteran trees and hedges are important in their own right, as well as a valuable resource for birds 
and invertebrates. There are also opportunities for habitat creation in the form of reed beds, wider and more 
diverse hedge corridors, as well as create up to 65 hectares of species rich hay meadow on the higher ground. 

 
Rationale 
Originally Longdon Marsh and Eldersfield Marsh were Worcestershire's largest and most important wetlands. The 
naturalist Edwin Lee in 1867 wrote "Longdon Marsh is covered with water in the wet autumnal season and at that 
time assumes the appearance of an extensive lake. Even in summer a few days of continued rain inundates these 
flat meadows, and the mowers have to cut the grass knee deep in water. In autumn the marsh is covered with 



geese, and the ground, white with feathers, presents a barren aspect amidst the cultivated country that slowly 
advances on its lessening borders".  Otter, bittern and swallowtail butterfly were all recorded historically on the 
marsh. 
 
The purchase of the reserve was undertaken to restore a part of the Longdon marsh and to use it as an 
opportunity to discuss similar restorations with local landowners. 
 
Summary of Management. 
 
Wet grassland: 

 Graze lightly in spring, followed by heavier grazing to remove growth after the bird breeding season. 

 Try to maintain a high water table and damp ground conditions using the Ochay bund and reservoir water 
control system. 

 Control invasive weeds such as creeping thistle and ragwort. 

 Monitor breeding bird numbers and control disturbance of wintering wildfowl. 
 
Hay meadows: 

 Cut and graze to increase botanical diversity in the grassland. 

 Improve species diversity by strewing seed from better quality internal fields or supplement from nearby 
reserves. 

 Record key fauna, including butterflies brown hares and farmland birds. 

 Control invasive weeds such as creeping thistle and ragwort. 
 
Veteran trees: 

 Maintain and prolong the life of existing veteran trees. 

 Pollard willows on a regular short term cycle. 

 Plant successor trees for current generation of veterans. 

 Manage hedgerows through rotational cutting, laying and species diversification. 
 
Orchard: 

 Prune trees to maintain shape and crop. 

 Cut and graze to increase botanical diversity in the grassland. 
 
Community and legal: 

 Support the local volunteer group monthly work parties. 

 Continue cattle checks using volunteer wardens. 

 Use the reserve to encourage links with local landowners and the wider community. 

 Record abstraction figures and meet HLS and cross compliance regulations. 
 


